
 

DEGREE SHOW PROPOSAL
FRIEDA FORD. S1765498.

LINK TO FILM: https://youtu.be/znQJ5KY4M2k
My piece will be an installation comprised of five NEC monitors measuring 6 foot across
with speakers attached to each monitor. The monitors will show surreal landscapes and
beauty imagery with three ghostly figures travelling between the screens. I will use both
my own footage and found footage. By attaching each monitor to a Raspberry Pi I can
ensure that they all play and loop simultaneously meaning that the screens can interact
with each other. 

I will be collaborating with musician Edmund Ford. He will be contributing the
background audio inspired by spa and relaxation sounds. I will edit found audio over the
top. This recites cut up text from online sources revealing beauty secrets from celebrities.
Different speech will come from different monitors so  a dialogue is created between the
screens. The visuals will also interact between screens as the ghostly figures travel
seamlessly from one screen to the next. 

Five performers will sit on printed benches amongst the screens engaged in ritualistic
beauty actions such as filing their nails. They will be wearing an identical 'uniform'
comprised of a white head towel, towelling robe and latex 'skin' resembling a fragmented
face mask. At intervals they will stand and swap skin, towel, or robe with another
performer with emphasis on the ritualistic aspect of this action. The monitors are installed
to create a path from one doorway to the other. Because the room will be very dimly lit this
path will be lit up by the screens. This also means that when the performers swap
clothes/skin they will step into the light adding emphasis to this action. The effect of the
looped narrative and ambiguous dialogue will be that of an endless and fruitless quest for
the ultimate secret that unlocks the potential for the ideal female body which, in itself, is a
mythological creation.     



  

INSTALL PLAN. DARK SPACE.



  

INSTALL PLAN WITH PERFORMANCE.



  



  



  



  

DISPLAY SCREEN ONE.



  

DISPLAY SCREEN TWO.



  

DISPLAY SCREEN THREE.



  

DISPLAY SCREEN FOUR.



  

DISPLAY SCREEN FIVE.
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